
WRITING FOR JOURNALISM

Modern content marketers need storytelling skills. Here's how to write like a journalist to craft compelling content and
turn readers into loyal.

Giant Headlines Attack the Page! Ultimately there is only one purpose: to make the reader read the story. The
subeditor, or text editor, will soon tell you if you haven't. Anything readers do not understand makes them feel
left out rather than included and turns them against the story. The course will meet from 3 to p. Lead off with
the big names in your article. However, the content has to come from somewhere! Meaning must be
unmistakable, and it must also be succinct. Tony Rogers has an M. If they add relevantly to the information
being provided, they can stay. There are rules for news writing that result in a clear, direct presentation,
providing information efficiently and accessibly to a variety of readers. It will get you read or ignored. A news
story should be understandable to everyone. It is readily understandable, instantly readable and, if it is done
well, makes you want to read on. Follow your first line with solid details. Updated July 15, Gathering
information for a news article is vitally important, of course, but so is writing the story. Aim to stir emotions
Writers write to connect with people. The newspaper reader, unlike the reader of the more literary novel, does
not expect to invest effort in the endeavour. Add some odd facts or statistics associated with your article.
Attribution Following on from quotes, you should do your best to make sure events are attributed to
somebody, especially if you were not at the scene. The subject matter will vary according to the nature of the
publication and the intended audience. The danger of talking down to the audience - assuming vocabulary as
well as knowledge - is that it insults readers, makes them feel inadequate.


